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PVC Strip Curtains
PVC strip curtains are an energy efficient product 
used world-wide, with proven significant savings. 
When fitted on exposed building entrances heat 
loss reduction is guaranteed. 

As well as temperature control, 
strip curtains have many other 
uses including dust control, fume 
control, noise reduction and the 
spread of airborne pollutants. 
Specially coloured PVC strips 
can also provide protection 
from welding flash by removing 
dangerous UV rays.

Whatever your application, PVC 
strip curtains can be part of your 
Energy Efficiency or Workplace 
Health & Safety Plans.



Temperature Control
Texam PVC Strip Curtains fitted on external 
doors help retain essential working 
temperatures and reduce heating and air 
conditioning costs. Perfect two way vision 
makes our product safe for pedestrian  
and fork lift truck access.

Food Storage
Texam Polar Grade PVC Strip Curtains  
are designed to help maintain safe food 
storage conditions. These curtains are 
particularly suitable for use on chiller 
cabinets where temperature and humidity  
are important and on freezers where  
it is important to maintain sub zero 
temperatures and at the same time  
provide access.
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Dust, Spray & Fume Control
Health & Safety requires the containment 
and removal of air borne materials that can 
be harmful to health. Air borne materials 
may even damage heating, cooling or air 
conditioning units necessitating expensive 
repair bills. Texam PVC Strip Curtains help 
retain air borne materials and facilitate 
proper air filtration systems in areas where 
they are needed.

Welding Booths
Welding flash causes considerable  
problems to those not wearing eye 
protection. A welding booth fitted with  
Texam PVC Weld Screen Curtains will  
protect persons working outside the  
welding area and also retain welding  
fumes in a dedicated area allowing fume 
extraction systems to work better and  
more efficiently. Typically welding  
screens will eliminate 99% of dangerous  
UV rays and at the same time let through 
most of the remaining light spectrum  
for near perfect two way vision.

Rising energy costs and Health & Safety requirements are continually forcing 
businesses to think about cost reduction and protecting their workforce. 
Texam PVC strip curtains offer a cost conscious method of reducing common 
workplace problems such as draughts, noise, dust, and welding flash etc while 
at the same time providing unhindered access and maximum visibility.

Protect your workforce 
and your bank balance
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We provide 
unique solutions 
to production
line processes 
that save time 
and money.
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